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Log-size Parabolic Clique Problem
Abstract.
is a version of Clique Problem solvable in linear time by a log-space nondeterministic
TurHowever,
no
deterministic
maing machine.
chine (in a very general sense of this term)
with sequential-access
read-only input tape
and work space n” solves Log-size Parabolic
Clique Problem within time nl+Z if d + 2t <
l/2.

Definition.
Loa-size.P!r-a_bplic Clique Problem
is the following version of Clique Problem:

f1

Remark.
How does w represent the adjacency
matrix?
It wil1 be convenient to fix a specific
form of representation.
View w as a function
from the initial segment IO. . . . . n-l} of natural
numbers to {O,l}. Code a pair {u,v} of distinct
vertices by the number Cd(u,v) = q(q-1 I/2 + p
where p = min{u.vj and q = max{u,v). (This corresponds to ordering pairs of distinct vertices
first by the maximal member, and then by the
minimal.)
Set w(Cd(u,v)) = [If {u,v} is an edge
then 1 else 01.
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There is a log-space nondeterministic
Turing machine that solves Log-size Parabolic
Clique Problem in linear time.

Claim.
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Proof.
We describe an accepting computation
of the desired nondeterministic
machine. The
machine computes X = rlog2vl
and guesses
parameters
ao, al, a2. For each positive integer i 5 X, let Vi be the vertex eqUal
ao + ali
+
a2i2 mod v. The machine initializes
a variable
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s to Cd(v,,vz), and the input head ho starts
moving: s will always have the form Cd(Vi,Vj).
When ho reaches the cell number s, the machine
checks that w(s) = 1. If s = C:d(vl-,,vx)
then
the machine halts and accepts;
otherwise s
gets the next value and ho resumes the motion.

Turing machines in the following

(1) The number TL of the input ‘heads of Mn
we
may grow with n. Somewhat arbitrarily,
suppose that T[ is a poly-log function of n. The
current positions of input heads are described
by a function Head: {O, . . .. q-l} --> lo, . ..* n11. The composition of Head and the input W
(viewed as a function from {O, . .. . n-l 1 to IO,1 1)
gives the currentlu scanned string..

There is only one difficulty.
In Order to be
able to recognize the cell number s. we would
like to compute in real time the binary notation
for the current position c of ho, but it takes
more than a constant time to compute the binary notation for c+l from that for c. Here is
one way to overcome the difficulty.
Let 1 =
[logznl.
An auxiliary tape T1 has l+l cells. A
head ht of T1 moves if and only if ho does.
From the leftmost cell, ht moves to the rightmost cell, then back to leftmost
cell, then
again to rightmost cell, etc. It takes 21 moves
of ho to move hl from the leftmost position
back to leftmost positon.
When hl is in the
leftmost position, the binary notation for the
whole number c/(21) is written on T1. As hl
makes one round, it adds 1 to the binary notation on the tape. Q.E.D.
Remark. Notice that the nondeterministic
space machine
(1)

aspects:

(2)
There is no restriction
on the nature of
the work space of M,,, but it can have only
finite many states; the base-two logarithm of
the number of states is the size of work space.
(3)
A built-in
clock counts the number of
steps. A confiauration of Mn comprises a state
of the function Head and a state of the work
space. The next configuration of Mn is an arbitrary function of the current configuration,
the
currently scanned string and the reading of the
clock except that the input heads do not jump
(they move as the heads of a multihead twoway finite automaton).
Remarks.
The work space can be thought of as
a set of cells with a read-write
head in each
ccl I.
There is no uniformity
requirement on
the sequence <Mo, Mr. ...>.

log-

guesses f 3 r log2v1 bits,

Main Theorem.
Let d and t be positive reals
such that 6 + 2t < l/2.
No deterministic
machine with work space 5 na solves Log-size
Parabolic Clique Problem within time nl+t.

(2)

moves the input-tapIs head only to the
right,
(3)
spends time n + polylog(n) on every
accepting computation.
The input tape of the nondeterministic
logspace machine is a sequential-access
read-only
tape. Turing machines with such input tape are
called off-line.
Notice that an off-line deterministic Turing machine T with a bound S(n) on
the work space can be viewed as a very uniform sequence of finite Turing machine T, with
input tape of size n and work tape of size S(n).

Main Theorem will be proved in Sections 2 - 5.
Similar results can be proved for some other
NP problems with small witnesses.
Remarks.
(1) Let v range over positive integers, n = v(v -1)/2. cT + 2t < l/2. X, range
over n-th constituents
of (infinite)
deterministic machines with work space r<_nb, and P, be
the restriction
of Log-size Parabolic Clique
Problem to graphs with v vertices.
Because of
the possible nonuniformity
of Infinite
deterministic machines, Main Theorem implies that,
for some n. no Xn solves P,, within time n1 +z.

In this (paper, deterministic
Del inition.
machines M are infinite sequences < MO, Mr. .. .
>. where each M, is an extension of a finite
machine by means of a built-in
(unbounded)
clock, which generalize off-line
deterministic
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The proof gives a little more: For every sufficiently large prime v. no X, solves P, within
time nl+Z. It is not difficult
to establish that
there exists m such that, for every n 1 m, no
X,, solves Pr, within time r~“~.
Also, estimations of m can be given.

the machine does some black magic and then
comes up with a correct result.
This poses a
greater problem in the case of Turing machines.
Paul, Pippinger. Sremeredi and Trotter have
succeeded to prove that, for Turing machines
with several linear tapes, nondeterministic
linear tasks may require nonlinear deterministic time [PPSTI. Our result is somewhat
similar but the work space is restricted.
On
the positive side, the nonlinearity of deterministic time is more substantial in our case, nondeterministic
machines are more restricted and
deterministic
machines are more general.

(2)
The proof of Main Theorem also gives the
following:
There is no deterministic
machine
with work space nd which, given the representation of a graph G with v vertices, outputs 0
within time nT+r if G has no clique of size 1
3.log2v, and outputs 1 within time nT+t if G
has a parabolic clique of size L 3.10g2v. Why
3-log*v?
Consider the uniform probability
distribution
on graphs with v vertices.
We use
the fact that the probability
that a random
graph has a parabolic clique of size logsv converges to 0 when n grows to infinity;
see
Lemma 2.3 below. Instead we can use the fact
[Bo, Theorem 4 in Chapter Xll that the probability that a random graph has any clique of
size 3alog2v converges to 0.

52

First

randomization

Suppose that Main Theorem is false and let M =
deterministic
<MO, M,, . . . > be an infinite
machine such that for all n,

(3) Janos Simon CSil noticed
that Main
Theorem may generalize to the case of reliable
probabilistic
acceptors.
We are thankful to
Janos for communicating to us his observation
and hope to address the issue in the full paper.

(1)

the work space of M, is at most n”, and

(2)

M, solves each instance of size n of Logsize Parabolic Clique Problem within time
r-i’+‘.

Let w an input of length n.
Definition.
A cell (or a tape square) is a
natural number < n. A sesment is an interval
of cells.
A moment is a natural number 5
nl’z.
For each moment t. p,,,,(t) is the t-th
configuration
in the run of M, on w. (If M,
halts at some moment t’ < t. then p,(t)
z
p,(t’).)

Finally, we compare Main Theorem with related
results in the literature.
Duris and Galil [DGI
have found a simple language whose time and
space complexities
T and S (on Turing machines) satisfy T*S = Q(n3). However, nondeterminism
is not of much help in their case:
even nondeterministic
Turing machines that
decide the Duris-Galil
language satisfy T2S =
Q(n9.

Definition.
Let S be a set of cells, and t be a
moment. Act,(S,t)
is the number of heads residing in S at moment t with respect to pw(t),
and Act,(S)
= xtAct,(S,t).
Any maximal
time-interval
I. with Act,(S,t)
> 0 for all t in
I, is a w-session for S.

Another time-space tradeoff T*S q S2(na) has
been proved by Borodin, Fich. Meyer auf der
Heide, Upfal and Widgerson [BFMUWI for a different simple problem.
Their model allows
random access to input but is restricted in the
sense that the basic operation is comparison.
Proving lower bounds, one has to deal with a
possibility
that, instead of behaving rationally,

The subscripts may be omitted
from the context.
Lemma 2.1.
6 such that:
283
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(1)

z<o(.

(2)

3(0( + a) < J3 < 2f < l/2

(3)

s < cd - t,

sets of endtherefore at mOSt (n l+t)**2nd
There
are
at
most
2**nQ
!stateS
Of the
points.
work space and nq possible states Of the
Thus, the number of Xfunction
Head.
equivalence clasces is at most

- d.

s < ir - /3, s < l/2

- (d + a).

Proof.
Since 22 < l/2 - 6. the open interval
(t, l/4 - a/2) is not empty: pick any d there.
Then (1) is satisfied, 20( .: l/2 - d, and t,herefore d + d < l/2 - d. Pick fi and 2r such that
o!+a<@<ac1/2o(. Then (2) is satisfied.
Finally, choose S to satify (3). O.E.D.

nd.[(nl +2)**2nd]
2**[10(

+ I(1 +t)2nd

o(5**nd+b).

Definition.
A set S of cells is superactive
(Wrt a given input) if S has more than ncd sesOtherwise
S is
sions or Act(S) > 1S 1. n9.
moderate.
Definition.
A bmaru function is a function
with values in {O,l}.
If x and y are binary
functions with disjoint
domains, let x IJY be
the extension of x and y to the union of their
domains.
A binary string of length n may be viewed as a
binary function on {O, .. . . n-l}.

Q.E.D.

2.1.

The probability

of the event

converges to 0 when n grows to infinity.
Proof.
We will use the following
well-known facts.

obvious and

the
Claim 2.1. Let E and Ho, . .. . Hk-, be events in
an ‘arbitrary probability space R. If H,,, ,.., Hk-,
partition R then :

if t is an end-point of any (xUy)-session
for S then pxvy(t) :: pxuz(t).

The number
Lemma 2.2.
classes is 0(5**nd+d).

=

[There exists a w-moderate
segment S such
that 6,
(S 1 5 2# and S has L nfl ceils rigid
wrt WI

Let S be a segment and x be a
Definition.
binary function on the complement 3 of S. A
binary function y on S i:s x-moderate if S is
moderate wrt xuy.
Two x-moderate furctions
y and z are x-equivalent if :

(2)

+ 2nd+b + 2lqrPl

=

NOW suppose that w (or w,) is a random input
with respect to the uniform probability
distribution on inputs of length n.
Theorem

the (xuy)-sessions
for S are exactly
(xuz)-sessions
for S. and

. nq)**(2nd)l

Definition.
Let S be a segment, and X. y be
binary functions on z, S respectively.
A Cell s
in S is flexible wrt xUy and S if S is x-moderate and the x-equivalence class of y Contains
some t with z(s) 2 y(s); otherwise s iS rioid
wrt xuy and S. For brevity, we say that S has
k cells rigid wrt w if it has k cells rigid wrt
w and S.

Let d, 8, 2r, S be as in Lemma 2.1.

(1)

- [((2**na)

(1)

PrIEl = xi<k Pr[E(Hil-Pr[Hi].

(2)

Pr[El ( k .max(Pr[E (Hilt i < k}.

(3)

If all events Hi are equally
Pr[EI 5 max{Pr[E 1HiI.

of x-equivalence

Proof.
An x-equivalence class is fully determined by the number of sessions, the endpoints of sessions, and the configuration
at
each such end-points.
Let 1 : logpn. Thlere are
at most n& sessions. For each number of sessions, there are at most 2nd end-points and

probable then

Let S be a w-modest segment with na < ISI 5
2n”, x be a binary function on 7:. and y range
over binary functions on S. If S has 2 n@ cells
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rigid wrt xuy then the x-equivalence class of y
contains at most 2** (ISIns) members.
By
Lemma 2.2, there are at most

v3 - v -(X-1)/2
Q.E.D.

(5r*no(*LT) . 2**( 1S I- nS)

s3

y’s such that S has 2 no rigid cells
Hence
Pr[S has 1 nfl rigid cells
(5**ndta)

wrt xuy.

Let w be an input of length n; w is the defauIt
input in this section.
Definition.
A cell s is active at a moment t
if some head resides in s at t. i.e. if Act({s}.t)
if Is) is superactive,
’ 0); s is superactive
i.e. A&((s)) > nd; and s is moderate if {s) is
moderate.

1S 1) =

n@).

By Claim 2.113).
Pr[S has ? ns rigid cells1
(5**nd+O)

. 2**(-

Del init ion.
Partition
IO, . . . . n-l) into segments Segi such that min(Sego) = 0 and each
min(Segi,l)
is the least w-moderate
cell s
such that c 2 min(Segi) + nz. These segments
are w-yards.
The w-ward that contains a cell
s will be denoted Ward,,,,(s).

I

4).

There are at most nl+a segments S of length
S I- < 2n8 because there are at most n
n-1
choices for mints) and, given mints), at most
na choices for max(S). By Claim 2.1(2),

Lemma 3.1.
Each w-ward
active sessions.

Pr[There is a w-moderate S such that n’<
1s 1 2 2n-d and S has 1 np cells rigid wrt WI 5
nl+a . Pr[S has 1 nfi rigid cells1
nl+a . (!j**nd+a)

. 2**(-

Wards

) w (3 = Xl I

. 2**( ) S I- nfl) e 2**(-

(5y*no(+6) . 2**(-

= o(l).

has at most nd

Proof.
Let WO, .. .. W,,, be all w-wards in the
natural order. We suppose that some Wi has k
> no’ sessions, and prove that some min(Wi) is
superactive.

5

nS) = O(l).

Case i = 0. At the beginning of any but the
first session for W. some head enters W0 from
the right, and at the end of any but the last
session some head leaves W0 to the right.
Thus, min(W1) is active at least

Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that n q V(V-1 )/2 and G
is the graph with vertices {O, . . . . v-11 whose
adjacency matrix is represented by w n. The
probability
that G has a parabolic clique of
size logpv converges to 0 when n grows to
infinity.

1+2(k-2)+1

=2k-2,2(nd+1)-2=2nd>nO’

times and therefore
Case i = m is similar;
superact i ve.

Proof.
Let
the vertices
vertices Vi,
a2i2 mod v
X(ao,al,a2)

X q log2v. and ao, al, a2 range over
of G, and X(ao,al,a2) be the set of
1 1. i 5 X, such that vi = a0 + ali +
that
for ail i. The probability
forms a cliques is 2-x(x-1)‘2
=
y-(X-l
I/2.
There are v3 different
sets
Hence the probability
that some
X(ao,al,a2).
X(ao,al.a2) forms a cliques is at most

is superactive.
min(W,)

turns out to be

Case 0 < i < m. Let a = min(Wi) and b =
min(Wi+ 1). At the beginning of each session
for Wi some head enters Wi, and at the end of
any but the last session for Wi some head
leaves Wi. Hence,
Act,(a)

285
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and therefore
Q.E.D.

either

a or b is super-active.

Del inition.
For each w-ward U, each session I
for U and each input head h, let PAZ,(U,I,h) be
the segment [s - I I I , s + 1I II where s is the
position of h In p,,,(min(l)).
Here PAZ abbreviates the phrase “potentially active zone”. Let

Definition.
A ward W is w-reaular if it is wmoderate and n* 5) W I< 2n5. A cell s is wflexible
if Ward,(s)
is w-regular
and s is
flexible
with respect to w and Wacd,(s);
otherwise s is w-m.

PAZ,(U.l)

Theorem
3.1_ Suppose that every w-regular
ward has less than r# w-rigid cells. Then the
total number of w-rigid cells is o(nl-“).

PAZ,(U)

q

ancl

u , PAZ&I).

Lemma 4.1.
If U is a regular w-ward then
PAZ,,,(U) intersects
< 7qnd regular w-wards.

Proof.
First we prove that the union of all
nonregular wards has o(n1-6) cells.
Let Sa be
the set of superactive cells, S, be the union of
superactive
wards, and 52 be the union of
extra-long (of length at least 2na) wards, and
S3 be the union of extra-short
(of length < t-?)
wards.

Proof.
length L
n5 long,
2 1II na
sects at
Since U
and

Obviously, 1So 1 .nd < Act(Sq). By Lemma 3.1,
1WI .nd < Act(W) for every superactive ward.
Hence, for each i < 2,

Since each PAZ(U, I,h) is a segment of
1+2 I I I and regular wards are at least
each PAZ(U,I,h) intersects at most 3 +
wards.
Hence each PAZ(U,l) intermost 3~ + 2~t I I /n-5 regular wards.
is regular, it has at most nb’ sessions,

t{(r(:
I 1s a session
5 lUlnd < 2n”+ir.

Isi I .nd < ACt(Si) 2 ACt({O. .. . . n-l 1) = T,nt+=

for U] < Act(U)

Hence PAZ(U) intersects < 31~n~ +
2qnms.2nd+~ = 7 nnd regular wards.

and therefore 1Si I < qnn+ t-@ = o(nl-S)All
but the first n5 cells of iany ward W are superactive;
if W is extra-long
then at least one
half of W-cells are superactive.
Thus, I SpI I
2 1 SO 1 q o(nl- &) . Finally, only the last ward
can be extra-short;
hence I Ss I c nz. But 3 <
l/2-o!<l+t-oc<l-6.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.2. Let S be a regular w-ward, I q
[a,bl be a w-session for S, x = w Is, and y =
w Is. Let x’ be a binary function on 5 which
coincides with x on PAZ,(S,I).
y’ be a binary
function on S which is x-equivalent
to y, and v
= x’uy’.
If P”(a) = p,.,(a) then p,(b) = P,,,(b).

It remains to prove that all regular wards together contain o(n1-6) rigid cells.
Since each
regular ward contains at least n5 cells, there
are at most nlV5 regular wards. Each of them
contains at most nfi rigidi cells. Hence all regular wards contain at most nl+Bsa = o(nl-6)
rigid cells. Q.E.D.
§4

= U ,., PAZ,(U,i,h),

Proof.
Let u = xuy’.
Since y and y’ are xequivalent,
I is a u-session for S and p,(a) q
p,.,(a), p”(b) = p,(b).
Suppose p,(a) q p,(a).
Then all three configurations
p,,(a). p”(a) and
pw (a) coincide.
Notice that PAZ,(S.I)
is
completely
defined by p,(a).
and the same
holds for u and v. Thus, PAZJS, I) = PAZ,(S,I) q
PAZ,(S.I).
and therefore x’ coincide with x on
PAZ,(S. I).

Independence

Again, w is the default input of length n

Recall
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machine is completely defined by the current
configuration,
the currently scanned string and
the current reading of the clock.
By obvious
induction, p,(t) = p”(t) for all t in I. Hence,
pJt.9
q p,(b)
= &.,(I$. Q.E.D.
Definition.
pendent. if
PAZ,(U).
Three or
every two

Proof.
Since the wards Wi are independent,
Let [aa.bal, . . . .
their sessions are disjoint.
[ak-l.bk-ll be all sessions for all u-wards WO,
. .. . WI-i in the natural order (so that bi < aj if
i < j)).
Recall that the next configuration
of the machine is completely defined by the current configuration, the currently scanned string and the
current reading of the clock. It follows that :
(1)

p,(t) = p,(t)

for all t 5 aO,

(2)

if p,(bi) = ov(bi) then P”(ai+l)
for all i < k-l,
if p,,(bk-1) q pv(bk-1) then p”(t)
for all t > bk-,.

- ov(ai+i)

If

Pdai)

= pdai)

cliques

(1) every w-regular
rigid cells. and

ward W has less than n@

(2)
the graph represented
parabolic cliques of size logzv.
Proof.
O.E.D.

Use Theorem

2.1

by

n has

no

and Lemma 2.3.

In the rest of this section, Y iS a prime number, n = v(v-1)/2.
X = log2v and w = w,, is an
input of size n satisfying clauses (1) and (2) of
Lemma 5.1. We are interested
in the graph
with vertices
{O, . . . . v-l } whose adjacency
matrix is represented by w.
Consider a new sample space: sample points
are triples (a0.aI,a2) of numbers c v. and the
probability
distribution
is uniform.
Let
(a,,, al ,a2) be a random sample point.
The
binary function Cd was defined in Section 1.
Definition.
For each positive integer i 1. X, Vi
= vl(aa, al ,az) is the vertex such that Vi = a + bi
+ ci2 mod V. If Vi z Vl then Sij = Cd(Vi,Vj) and
Wij = Ward(sij);
if Vi = Vi then Sij and Wi i
are undefined.
If the probability
Pr[EI of an
Definition.
event E is o(v-6) then E (as well as PrIEI) is
nealiaible and the complement 7 is almost
sure.

= p”(t)

It remains to prove that, for all i c. k,
(4)

Random

Lemma 5.1.
For every sufficiently
large v
there is an input w of size n = v(v-1)/2
such
that :

Two w-wards U an V are indethey are regular, V is disjoint from
and U is disjoint
from PAZ,(V).
more w-wards
are indeDendent- if
of them are.

Theorem 4.1. Let u be an input, Wa, ..,, W\-t
be independent u-wards, yl = u 1Wi, and Zi be a
binary function on Wi which is (uIqi)-equivalent t0 yi. Let v be the result of the simultaneous replacement of yo, . . . . ylml by zo, . . ..
z~..~ in u. Then p,(t) = p,(t) for all t, and
therefore v is accepted if and only if u is.

(3)

s5

We intend to prove that the event [The wards
Wij are independent] is almost sure.

then pu(bi) x pv(bi),

Without loss of generality, W0 is active during
[a,.biI.
Now use Lemma 4.2 with w = u, I =
[ai,biJ. S = Wo, x’ being the result of the simul-

Lemma 5.2.

taneous replacement of yl. . . . . ylM1 by zl, . . . .
zi ..l in u, and y’ q zo. Q.E.D.
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(2)

Pr[vi

(3)

Pr[Sij

(1) Pr[vi

= VI = v-l

q

vi]) = v-l for i z j.

for. all i and all v <

V.

is defined and equal to sl - 2vm2
for all sij and all cells S.
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(4)

Pr[vi q v 1vi = ul = v-l
all u * v.

(5)

Proof.

we may reto the case i = 1, j = 2, k = 3
and I = 4. By Claim 2.1(3) and Lemma 5.2(3), it-

for all i t j and

Without loss of generality,

strict

Every event [Si j is defined iand flexible1
is almost sure.

attention

suffices

to prove that

max,Pr[s34

Proof.
(1) Vi = vj <--> a0 + ali + a2i2 :: a0 +
a,j + alj2 mod v <--> a,(j-i) + ap(j2 - ii’) = 0
mod v <--> al = - as(i+j) mod v. Hence the
event [Vi = VjJ contains v2 sample points.

intersects

a0 + alj

has

Y

is negligible.
Let E = Iv, = u and v2 = VI, PAZ(s)
= PAZ(Ward(s))
and U(s) be the union of all re-

gular wards intersected
to prove that

modv

+ a2j2 = v mod v

solutions,

and the system

is negligible.
By Lemma 4.1,
at most 7qnd wards.
Since
contains at most 2n” cells,
most 14qtFa
cells;
by

+ a2j2 = u mod v

has v solutions.
The two sets of solutions
disjoint.
Hence Pr[sij = ~1 = 2v/v3.

are

Pr[Vj = V 1 Vi = UI = Pr[Vi
/ Pr[Vi = UI = VW2 / V-l.

= VI

(4)

(5)

= U and

Vj

ward

U(s) contains at
the choice of S.

Pr[s,, belongs to U(s) 1 El =
Pr[E and s34 belongs to U(s)1 / Pr[EI I
(2 * 1u(s) l/v9 / v-2 = o(v-61.
Q.E.D.
A vertex u is m
if there
Definition.
v’-~
vertices
v such that Cd(u.v)
is
otherwise
u is &.

Lemma
For all distinct

PAZ(s) intersects
each regular

sample points for every s’. Thus,

or rigid1 is negligible.
By (1). the event Isij is
It remains to prove
undefined]
is negligible.
that the event [Si j is defined and rigid1 is negligible.
By Theorem 3.1, the number r of rigid
cells is o(v~-*~). By (31, Pr[sij is defined and
rigid1 5 r . 2v-2 q o(v-~~).
Q.E.D.
5.3.

it suffices

IlJ(s) 1 = o(v’-~)
cells.
It is easy to see that
the event EE and s34 = s’l contains either 0 or 2

We prove that the event [si j is undefined

Lemma

by PAZ(s).

Pr[s3, belongs to U(s) 1 El

a0 + ali + a21.2 = v rn#Ddv
a0 + a,j

W3, I 512 = sl.

Pr[sS4 is flexible, and PAZ(W12)
intersects
WJ, I v1 q u and v2 = VI

m16dv.

(3)
There are unique natural numbers U<V
such that s = V(V-1)/2
+ U; hence sij : s if
and only if IVie Vj} = {NV}. The system
aa + a,i + apI.2 =u

and PAZ(W,,)

where s ranges over flexible
cells,
is
negligible.
Fix a flexible s where the maximum
is reached; let u, v be the distinct vertices
with s = Cd(u,v). By virtue of symmetry, it
suffices to prove that

(2)
There are v2 sample points that solve the
equation
a0+ali+a2i2=v

is flexible,

5.4.

are L
rigid;

Every Pr[Vi is bad1 is negligible.

i. j, k and I,

Pr[Sij
and ski are flexible,
intersects
b/k 11

Let k is the number of bad vertices.
Proof.
By Lemma 5.2(2), Pr[vi
is bad3 = kv-‘.
It
suffices
to prove that k q o(vl -6).

and PAZ(Wij)

is negligible.

There are at least
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rigid

cells

of the

Sh:332

form Cd(u.v) where u or v is bad. By Theorem
3.1,
the number of rigid cells is o(v~-~~).
Hence k = O(V’ -“I. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.5.

For all distinct

Theorem 5.1. The event [All vertices Vi are
different, and all cells Sij are flexible, and the
wards Wi j are independent] is almost sure.

i. j and k,
Proof.

PrLsi j and sik are flexible,
intersects wik],

Use Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5. Q.E.D.

and PAZ(Wi j )
Finally, we are ready to finish the proof of
Main Theorem. By virtue of Theorem 5.1, we
can choose a parabolic subset vl, . . . . vx of
different
vertices such that all cells Sij are
flexible
and the wards Wij are independent.
For every Wf j, let ytj = W )Wij and Zij be a
binary function on Wii such that Zf j is (W lw)
= 1. Let W’ be
-equivalent to yfi and Zij(Sij)
the result of simultaneous
replacements
of
every yi j by Ztj. By Theorem 4.1. the machine
M, accepts w’, but the graph represented by w’
contains a parabolic clique vl, . . . . vx which is
impossible. Q.E.D.

is negligible.
Proof.
Without loss of generality, we may restrict attention to the case i = 1, j = 2 and k =
3. Since Pr[v, is bad1 is negligible, it suffices
to prove that
Pr[v, is good, and s12, s13 are flexible,
and PAZ(W12) intersects WI31
is negligible.
By Claim 2.1(3)
5.2(2), it suffices to prove that

and Lemma

max,Pr[s,z, s13 are flexible, and
PAZ(W12) intersects WI3 1 Vl = ul,
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